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Introduction
2010 was in some respects a challenging year for UK cinema-going.
After the exceptional benchmark set by 2009, cinema operators faced the disruption caused by the football
World Cup in the summer months and the harsh weather as the year closed.
In the light of these challenges, an annual cinema attendance figure of 169,249,839 still provided ample
evidence of a strongly performing sector. Box office continued to grow year on year, reaching £988,342,310
for the UK, an increase of 4.2 per cent on 2009.
2010 was the year that digitisation truly took hold in the UK market, with just over 1400 digital screens (more
than doubling the figure for 2009) of which 1080 were 3D-enabled (treble the number for the previous year).
As a result, 3D films contributed over a quarter of UK box office.
The work of the Digital Funding Partnership – established by the CEA to enable a broad range of smaller
independent operators to digitise - continued. Now a separate entity to the Association but continuing to
work with its full support, the DFP was finalising a possible deal as the year closed.
Further progress was seen during 2010 in the fight against film theft. A series of successful prosecutions
of individuals who had recorded films in cinema theatres – including one which resulted in a prison
sentence – offered welcome confirmation that the UK had in place serviceable legislation allowing action to
be taken against such criminal activity. Coupled with the continuing efforts of cinema staff - supported by
the organisation Federation Against Copyright Theft – to tackle this issue, the year saw very few illegal
recordings sourced to UK sites.
2010 also saw major changes in the way Government supported film, with the announcement of the abolition
of the UK Film Council and wide-ranging industry discussions on what new structures might replace it. The
Association was a key partner in that dialogue, which was still ongoing as the year closed.
During the year, the Association hosted two exceptionally well-attended member events where
industry professionals discussed the opportunities and challenges of screening 3D movies and alternative
content respectively.
As interest in the broadcasting of ‘alternative content’ grew, so the CEA recognised a potential ambiguity in
the relevant regulation. As a result, working with the British Board of Film Classification, the Association
succeeded in agreeing and then putting in place a new regime of control for ‘as live’ screenings, balancing
the continuing need for public protection with operational ease.
During the course of the year, the CEA also provided informal advice to its members on a
range of practical issues such as energy efficiency and environmental management, film classification,
employment law, food hygiene, sound levels in cinemas, fire safety, disability and access and licensing.
Again the Association depended on the enthusiastic support and commitment of all its members as it sought
to support operators large and small in ensuring that as many of the public as possible chose to see films
in their natural environment – the cinema theatre.
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1.
UK Cinema Performance - an
Overview
1.1

Despite a number of challenges, UK cinema admissions held up well in 2010, seeing only a small (2.4
per cent) fall in annual attendance. As is custom, fortunes in other European markets varied widely,
as shown below.

Country

Cinema admissions 2010

Cinema admissions 2009

(million)

Change (%)

(million)

Austria

17.3

17.8

- 5.9

Denmark

12.9

13.9

- 6.7

Finland

7.56

6.7

+ 11.2

France

206.5

200

+ 2.7

Germany

118.9

144

- 23.0

Ireland

16.4

17.6

- 6.6

Italy

109.9

99

+ 10.9

Luxembourg

1.2

1.3

- 5.6

Norway

11

12.7

- 13.4

Portugal

16.6

15.7

+ 5.4

Russia

165.5

138.5

+ 19.5

Spain

100

110

- 10.0

Sweden

15.8

17

- 9.0

Switzerland

14.9

15.6

- 4.9

Netherlands

28.1

27.2

+ 3.0

Turkey

41

36.8

+ 11.0

UK

169.2

173.5

- 2.4
Source: UNIC

1.2
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While the UK sector enjoyed continuing strong performance, it was not enough to move it out of fifth
place in terms of world box office in 2010, still behind the US, Japan, India and France.

1.3

The monthly figures for UK admissions in 2010, alongside those for 2009, are set out below.

Month

Cinema admissions 2010

Cinema admissions 2009

Change (%)

January

14,583,485

14,504,588

+ 0.5

February

14,890,936

14,967,291

- 0.5

March

14,482,606

11,904,734

+ 21.6

April

14,655,330

13,830,360

+ 6.0

May

12,817,736

15,775,946

- 18.8

June

8,717,106

12,476,548

- 30.1

July

20,280,553

20,039,500

+ 1.2

August

20,216,686

15,542,650

+ 30.1

September

10,077,829

9,703,035

+ 3.9

October

12,904,609

13,538,178

- 4.7

November

13,452,586

14,913,425

- 9.8

December

12,170,377

16,265,080

- 25.2

Total

169,249,839

173,461,335

- 2.4

Source: Cinema Advertising Association / EDI Rentrak

1.4

The year hit the ground running as the unprecedented success of Avatar – released in late December
– continued to drive huge box office several months into 2010, masking perhaps an absence of other
strongly-performing films in this period. The release of Alice in Wonderland in March provided a
further boost into the late Spring.

1.5

The Summer was in many ways unusual, with the football World Cup, running from June to mid-July,
disrupting the normal strong slate of films released during this time. June in particular suffered in
comparison to 2009, with Sex and the City 2 the only major film to make inroads. However the arrival
of Shrek Forever After, The Twilight Saga: Eclipse and in particular Toy Story 3 (which went on to be
the best-performing animated film ever in the UK) in July provided a massive boost to attendance and
box office over the late Summer.

1.6

Those numbers were further boosted by the unexpected success of Inception and the animated
feature Despicable Me before the much-anticipated Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1
promised to round the year off on a high. While box office for that film was exceptionally strong, the
end of the year also saw cinema attendances hit by an extremely challenging period of snowfall and
freezing temperatures, in part responsible for a 25 per cent reduction in admissions in the final weeks
of the year.

1.7

Five of the top ten films at the UK box office were available in digital 3D, with income from 3D screens
for those films in particular running over four times that derived from their 2D counterparts (and often
considerably higher).
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2.
Strategic Issues
2.1

During 2010, the CEA sought to support its members as they faced a range of strategic challenges.
Set out below is an account of the relevant activities of the CEA in a number of such areas of concern.

Digital cinema
Digital conversion
2.2

If 2009 was the year when conversion of UK cinemas from the longstanding 35mm to digital
technology began in earnest, 2010 was the year it truly took hold, with a number of the major circuits
concluding deals with third parties that would allow them to roll out digital technology across their
sites over the following 12-18 months.

2.3

As a result, by the end of the year, there were just over 1400 digital screens in the UK (more than
doubling the figure for 2009) of which 1080 were 3D-enabled (treble the number for the previous year),
the vast majority of these located at sites run by the major operating companies.

2.4

The increasing prevalence of digital technology has allowed many operators to provide not just
cutting-edge 3D experience for their customers, but also to show a range of so-called alternative
content – live theatre, opera, music, sports and gaming – opening up their sites to a broader audience.
But against that the challenges of running a dual inventory of digital and 35mm technology, often at
one site, should not be underestimated, and it is clearly in the interests of both the industry and the
public that this drawn-out period of transition is brought to a close as quickly as possible.

Digital Funding Partnership
2.5

Established by the CEA in January 2010, the Digital Funding Partnership worked through the year to
negotiate a collective arrangement such that a broad range of small and medium-sized independent
cinema operators could begin to digitise. In particular the DFP looked to agree a deal based on the
so-called ‘Virtual Print Fee’ mechanism, whereby the key studios and distributors provide significant
financial support for this process, recognising the potentially significant savings that they stand to
make in print and distribution costs once digitisation is completed.

2.6

As the year closed, the DFP - now a separate entity to the Association but working with its continued
support - was looking to finalise a possible deal which would allow it to access VPF funding via a
third party.

The digital future
2.7

There is now a genuine prospect that by the end of 2012, the overwhelming majority of UK cinema
sites – both large and small – will be operating through digital cinema technology. The potential
impact of this change cannot be over-estimated, offering the prospect of cinemas being able to offer
a much broader range of film content than has been possible in a predominantly 35mm world as well
as cutting-edge 3D and alternative content.

2.8

The process by which digital standards and funding mechanisms have been agreed has been one
marked by close co-operation between exhibitors, distributors and studios across all film territories.
It is to be hoped that this spirit of shared endeavour will continue to prevail as all sides seek to harness
the flexibility provided by digital cinema technology for the benefit of industry and public alike.

Film Theft
2.9
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2010 saw continuing efforts by those working in cinemas to play their full part in tackling the challenge
of film theft, a crime which is estimated to have cost the broader film and TV industry some £477

million in 2009, the most recent year for which reliable figures exist. Of that, the financial losses to
the UK cinema sector amounted to some £144 million, the equivalent of around 15 per cent of annual
box office or some 25 million admissions.
2.10

The CEA has continued to work closely with a range of organisations across the industry on
this issue. Particular partnerships, and the Association’s work on specific issues, are summarised below.

Film theft in cinemas
2.11

2009 had been an exceptionally successful year for those attempting to stop films being recorded in
UK cinema theatres, and given the persistence that some film thieves show in trying to evade
detection, such a performance was always going to be very difficult to repeat in 2010.

2.12

Nevertheless, the fact that during the year eleven separate UK-sourced recordings were detected on
the Internet brought about a determination on the part of cinema staff and colleagues at Federation
Against Copyright Theft (FACT) to redouble their efforts. As a result, the four individuals who were
together responsible for all of these recordings were in each case quickly apprehended and dealt with
through the criminal justice system.

2.13

By the end of the year three of those people had been convicted under the 2006 Fraud Act, one
receiving a prison sentence of six months. In the light of mixed legal opinion as to whether the 2006
Act could be used to tackle such activity, the CEA had - alongside others in the industry – long called
for a specific ‘camcording offence’ with little success. These successful prosecutions under the
existing legislation were therefore hugely welcome.

2.14

These developments also provided an opportunity for the CEA to
work with FACT to provide cinemas with strengthened public
messaging. In particular all UK independent sites were offered
generic signage warning customers of the potential consequences
of attempting to record a film in a cinema theatre.

The use of recording devices is prohibited in this cinema.
,I\RXDWWHPSWWRUHFRUG$1<SDUWRID¿OP\RXZLOO
EHVWRSSHGDQGWKHSROLFHZLOOEHFDOOHG
<RXULVNSURVHFXWLRQDQGPD\UHFHLYHDFULPLQDOFRQYLFWLRQ

Industry Trust
2.15

Throughout 2010, the CEA continued to work in partnership
with the Industry Trust for IP Awareness, charged with raising
understanding of and respect for copyright amongst the general public. In the first half of the year,
UK cinema audiences enjoyed the second round of the popular You Make the Movies campaign,
a series of in-cinema trailers thanking cinema-goers for their support for the industry and reminding
them that through buying their cinema ticket, they help ensure that more films could be made in the
future.

2.16

Three cinema trailers played over a number of months, based in turn on key scenes the films
Jerry Maguire; Reservoir Dogs; and The Sixth Sense and were supported online and via other media
support. Audience surveys taken towards the end of the year
confirmed that in terms of their key messaging, the trailers
continued to achieve significant ‘cut through’ with the cinema
audience, and in particular with the target group of 16-34 year
olds males.
2.17

As the year closed, the Trust was working up new
proposals for a development of the campaign,
emphasising the emotional attachment people have with
cinema through the Moments Worth Paying For campaign.
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2.18

As well as the specific cinema-facing work done by the Trust, through 2010 it continued its work
across a wide range of areas, including:
• partnering with the music industry and Childnet International to produce a guide for parents and
teachers explaining how young people could download, stream and share film, TV and music in a
safe and legal way;
• continuing to promote The Real Deal, a national charter intended to support local authority trading
standards services, market operators and copyright and trademark owners in ensuring that local
markets are safe, fake-free environments in which to shop and trade;
• using the Screenthing social networking site to inspire and educate 11-15 year olds about films,
TV, copyright and protecting creativity.

FACT
2.19

The work of FACT enjoys the strongest possible support from the CEA. The organisation continued
to achieve a high level of criminal convictions throughout 2010. Of over 600 criminal convictions
during the year, notable successes including jail sentences of 30 months and 15 months respectively
for two people involved in running an Internet-based counterfeiting operation involving international
money laundering.

2.20

As in previous years, in 2010 FACT needed to adapt to new and changing methods used to copy,
distribute and sell stolen film content in both digital and hard goods form and to keep fully up to speed
on technological developments. While over the past three years the trend has been towards illegal
streaming of films, but downloading and file-sharing have remained major outlets for stolen content.

2.21

FACT have also used Proceeds of Crime legislation as an effective means of attacking criminal profits,
with confiscation hearings effected in 2010 for hundreds of thousands of pounds and cases pending
with anticipated total assets worth over £2m.
2.22

The FDA-funded Theatrical Investigation and Protection
programme once again proved to be a world leading
success, with no UK-sourced recordings over a five
month period at the end of the year. Cinema staff were
again the cornerstone of this success and over £6,000
in rewards was paid out in 2010 to employees who had
prevented recordings being made. Mobile phones
became the primary devices used and guidance to staff
and police was updated to reflect this through a rolling
programme of training and education.

Alliance Against IP Theft
2.23

The CEA has continued to provide funding to support the high level lobbying of the Alliance Against
IP Theft.

2.24

During 2010 the Alliance continued to lobby Government around implementation of the Digital Economy
Act, which was passed by Parliament in April and whose main provisions became law in June.

2.25

At the same time, the Alliance campaigned to ensure that issues around copyright theft were treated
with appropriate seriousness within Government and in particular the criminal justice system. It
pressed for authoritative research to be undertaken on the value of IP to the national economy, for
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greater recognition of IP theft in national and local crime protection strategies and continued to
demand follow-up to the outstanding recommendations of the Gowers Review (dating back as far as
2006) on penalties for online infringement and civil damages
Creative Coalition
2.26

The Creative Coalition Campaign was formed in August 2009 with the express purpose of ensuring
implementation of the Digital Economy Act, and in particular those provisions which would allow
proportionate and fair action to be taken to stop those who persistently and illegally share music and
films online.

2.27

Alongside the CEA, membership of the Coalition is drawn from a wide range of representative
organisations and trade unions from the film, music, sport, publishing and TV industries. All recognise
the potential and actual damage done to the livelihoods of the hundreds of thousands working across
these sectors by the illegal copying and exchange of stolen content.

2.28

While the relevant provisions of the Act had been passed by Parliament earlier in 2010, as the year
closed further legal wrangles were preventing this vital piece of legislation from being fully implemented.

Release windows
2.29

The CEA strongly supports the maintenance of a clear ‘window’ between a film’s theatrical release
and its release on other platforms, believing that this ensures that audiences continue to enjoy the
widest possible range of films in their intended environment, the cinema theatre. It is the unique
nature of the cinema experience which means that so many cinemas across the UK remain key focal
points for their local communities.

2.30

While decisions on the release window around any one film are a commercial matter between
exhibitors and the relevant studio and not ones in which the CEA has any role, the CEA would be
concerned by any moves potentially taken at the expense of cinema exhibition, a part of the film
industry which is continuing to perform strongly.

2.31

At the beginning of 2010, a great deal of media speculation around the release of the film Alice in
Wonderland shone an unwelcome spotlight on the possibility of the window being reduced from
around four months, the level it had enjoyed for several years.

2.32

While in the end this release observed a window of 91 days, such moves to reduce the period of
theatrical exclusivity were still seen as a cause for anxiety amongst many cinema operators, who
having invested significant amounts of their own money in improving the cinema-going experience,
most recently through the installation of digital 3D, see such investment being put at potential risk.

2.33

As the year closed, increasingly loud noises were coming from some quarters about the potential
establishment of a ‘Premium Video on Demand (VOD)’ window within the existing period of theatrical
exclusivity. In common with its counterparts across the globe, the CEA believes that any such move
would be misguided and potentially hugely damaging to cinema exhibition and in particular those
smaller cinemas which do not currently receive films on the date of general release.

2.34

Cinema is the only part of the film ‘value chain’ where consumers have not demanded that they pay
less and less for content – indeed where income for the industry has generally increased year on
year. The CEA believes that it is inevitable that whatever the starting price for Premium VOD, this will
soon be subject to downward pressure. Any minor boost in income arising from this revenue stream
will therefore be only temporary.
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2.35

The establishment of a Premium VOD window also means that a pristine digital copy will be available
for piracy earlier in the release cycle than ever before - prior to DVD release, and while the film is still
in the cinemas. This represents a significant and unacceptable risk.

Disability and access
2.36

UK cinema retains its reputation as a world-leader in terms of the provision of accessible film
entertainment.

2.37

During the course of 2010, the Association continued to work closely with its Disability Working Group
(DWG), comprising representatives of the key circuits, distributors and equipment manufacturers as
well as those groups representing people with disabilities, to explore
issues around cinema access and disability. In addition to ongoing
ad hoc exchanges of information, the DWG met on two occasions
during the year, discussing issues including proposed revisions to the
CEA Disability Guidelines, the provision of subtitling, improvements in
the accessibility of individual cinema company websites, audio
description of Bollywood films and production of a revised version of
the CEA cinema access trailer.

Subtitled and audio described screenings
2.38

As in 2009, the number of specifically access-enabled cinemas did not increase significantly in 2010.
However, even more so than in the previous year, the process of digitisation accelerated further (with
just over 1400 digital screens in the UK at year end, more than double the figure for 2009) leading to
an ever-increasing number of sites able to provide subtitled and audio described screenings. At the
end of the year, there were almost 600 subtitled screenings per week and over 1000 films available
in subtitled and audio described formats.

2.39

Building on the success of the previous access trailer based
around Shrek the Third in 2010, the CEA, working with members
of the DWG and again with the kind permission of colleagues at
Paramount, produced a revised version, this time based around
the film How to Train Your Dragon. As before, this trailer – which
hit screens in December - sought to ensure the widest possible
awareness of the availability of such facilities and of subtitled and
audio described screenings amongst deaf and sight-impaired
customers and their families.

CEA Card
2.40

The CEA Card – the national concessionary scheme developed by the Association to allow people
with a disability to obtain one free ticket for a person to accompany them to the cinema – remained
as popular as ever in 2010. During the course of the year, some 48,000 new or replacement cards
were processed, with over 100,000 Cards in use at any one time. This is a significant increase in
particular in throughput, and reflects the decision taken in 2009 to move from a three year to a one
year term for all Cards.

2.41

In order to make the process even more straightforward, in 2010 the Card Network – who administer
the CEA Card on the Association’s behalf – trialed an approach whereby Cardholders whose Cards
were coming up for renewal were mailed a pre-filled application form. The response to this was
sufficiently encouraging that this approach will now be mainstreamed into the general scheme.
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yourlocalcinema.com
2.42

Supported by All Industry Marketing, CEA and FDA funding, the award-winning listings service at
www.yourlocalcinema.com continued to offer an invaluable service to disabled cinema-goers,
providing weekly information on local screenings of subtitled and audio described screenings both
through the website and through an e-newsletter reaching over 70,000 recipients.

Education and skills
Film Education
2.43

During the course of 2010, Film Education – the industry-funded charity which aims to create a new
generation of cinema-goers – underwent a fundamental review under the auspices of All Industry
Marketing. The review aimed to establish the extent of industry support for the organisation, and to
forge a clearer consensus on the areas of activity which the industry saw as adding most value.

2.44

The headline finding from this exercise was to confirm the strength of support that existed for the
organisation, but to suggest that it would benefit from a renewed focus on activities which had a
demonstrable link with increasing levels of cinema-going across the target age range.

2.45

As a result, at the end of 2010 a new Managing Director for the organisation – James Lennox – was
recruited, and the organisation given a clear mandate to make National Schools Film Week (NSFW)
the best it could be and to encourage through the curriculum as many children and young people as
possible to attend their local cinema. As the year closed, Film Education was preparing an ambitious
three year plan to deliver on those objectives.

2.46

2010 saw NSFW, the largest festival for children and young
people in the World, reach even greater heights. During
October-November in England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland, the event saw over 473,000 children and
young people involved in 2250 events across 560
cinemas. All events – whether screenings or discussion
sessions with key figures from the film industry, in front of
and behind the camera – were entirely free.

2.47

Film Education also develops high quality education resources for schools based around current films,
and tied to specific elements of the National Curriculum. Films involved in 2010 included: The Princess
and the Frog; How to Train Your Dragon; Furry Vengeance; Food Inc.; Metropolis; Diary of a Wimpy
Kid; Made in Dagenham; Africa United and Legends of the Guardians. In addition, Film Education also
produced the generic resources Teaching Trailers for primary and secondary pupils respectively, as
well as the Teaching Shakespeare and Film guide.

Skillset
2.48

The CEA continued over 2010 to work closely with Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for the UK
creative media industries, including film. In particular, the Association was a member of the
organisation’s Film Skills Board. During the course of the year, the CEA worked with others to help
shape the organisation’s A Bigger Future 2 strategy for skills.

2.49

During the course of the year, the CEA – working with the Digital Funding Partnership – bid for and
secured £4,900 from the Skillset Film Skills Fund to support training provision for those cinema staff
seeking to understand and work with digital cinema technology. This money will be used to ‘train the
trainers’ and allow a wider circulation of knowledge in the sector.
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3.
Legislation and Lobbying
3.1

The change of Government in 2010 required the CEA further to strenghten its links with the
Conservative Party in particular. During the period from May until the end of the year, the Association
met on several occasions with Films Minister the Hon Ed Vaizey MP to discuss a range of topics
including digital cinema and the relationship between exhibition and distribution. In addition the CEA
was a key member of the newly-established Government Roundtable on the Film Industry, advising
Ministers on the direction of policy following the abolition of the UK Film Council.

Classification
Classification of alternative content
3.2

Following a great deal of work by the Association and the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC)
during the course of the previous year, in early 2010 a new light-touch classification scheme was
introduced for the screening of live or ‘near-live’ alternative content (sporting, musical, cultural or
computer gaming events shown in cinemas). Recognising the practical obstacles to classifying such
material, this attempted to introduce a commonsense approach balancing the desire of audiences to
experience such content ‘live’ with the need to ensure public protection.

bbfc
British Board of Film Classification

3.3
www.bbfc.co.uk

This AS LIVE certificate has been provided for cinema exhibition on the basis of information
provided by the distributor and without the material being viewed prior to exhibition

AS LIVE

President

May be unsuitable for children
under 12 years. Children under 12
must be accompanied by an adult

Director

In practice the approach means that where any ‘live’
event is screened in a cinema within seven days of
that event actually taking place, then the distributor
may apply for a default ‘12A’ certification and the
exhibitor must indicate to audiences that that material
has not as yet been formally classified by the BBFC
through the exhibition of a new ‘white card’. After the
scheme was initially piloted in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland it ‘went live’ in October and is due to
follow suit in Scotland early in 2011.

Smoking in films
3.4

As in previous years, issues around the portrayal of smoking in films again became a subject for
discussion in 2010, this time through proposals considered by Plymouth City Council for a
requirement that all films with smoking scenes be classified at ‘18’.

3.5

This proposal, which mirrors that considered by other local authorities in recent times, was again
met by a robust and co-ordinated response from the CEA as well as industry partners including the
BBFC and Film Distributors’ Association. All made clear that such moves were both unnecessary
and disproportionate, noting in particular that BBFC guidelines already allowed them to take into
account the potential impact of scenes of smoking on audiences when deciding on a film certificate.

3.6

The Association again disseminated background briefing to those cinema operators in the local
authority area in order that they might give consistent messages when communicating with the local
media and the public on this issue, as well as writing to local councillors to make clear the potential
negative impacts of this proposal.

3.7

As the year closed, given the potential economic impact on local businesses – when there was no
robust evidence that such a move would help tackle the problem of teenage smoking – there was no
sign that the Council planned to act on these proposals.
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Alcohol advertising
3.8

In a report looking at what might be done to curb so-called binge drinking, at the beginning of the
year, the Commons Health Select Committee recommended limiting all in-cinema alcohol advertising
to just those film classified as an ‘18’. Recognising that such a move would not have any appreciable
effect on the target group, but would have a significant impact on cinema advertising revenues, the
Association wrote to the then Health Secretary to ask him to reject the proposal, making clear that
there were already strong controls in place on what cinemas could and could not show by way of
alcohol advertising.

3.9

These and other relevant points were circulated in a briefing note to CEA members and underlined
through a more comprehensive lobbying exercise by colleagues at the Cinema Advertising Association,
which in the end saw these recommendations being firmly rejected by Ministers.

Music rights
3.10

Cinemas are currently required – as are a number of other entertainment venues – to pay PRS for
Music, the designated UK collecting society for songwriters and publishers, a fee for the rights to play
music at their sites. Under the existing agreement, the PRS licence allows them to play music:
- in cinema foyers;
- as an accompaniment to the exhibition of films, including the soundtracks of advertisements;
- for play-in, play-out and intermissions; and
- for certain other events such as variety performances and simulcasts.

3.11

Lengthy negotiations with PRS in 2009 established a new one-year tariff for 2010. While this
maintained many of the key elements of the previous agreement, the CEA only agreed to this on the
understanding that a more fundamental look at the whole approach to music rights in cinemas was
required going into 2011.

3.12

All CEA members remain deeply concerned about the impact of music rights payment on their
income, all the more so when the current approach leads to payments which bear no relation to the
importance of music in films shown and where PRS income will continue to rise to some extent
irrespective of the health of the level of cinema admissions.

3.13

Due to staff changes at PRS, the review promised during 2010 did not materialise, and the CEA
reluctantly agreed to a further roll-over of the existing tariff as the year ended. However given the
impact of 3D films on total box office in 2010, its sense that a fairer and more transparent approach
to the issue is needed has only increased.

Cinema food
3.14

In the early part of 2010, media coverage of a ‘Which?’ magazine report highlighted criticism of the
cost and quality of food available in cinemas. More worryingly, those views were seemingly endorsed
by comments from the Government’s Food Standards Agency (FSA).

3.15

The CEA position is that foodstuffs like popcorn, confectionery and fizzy drinks have long been part
of the cinema-going tradition and remain hugely popular as a one-off treat. Consumed on this basis,
the Association does not believe there is any evidence that they have any significant effect on health
or problems such as obesity.
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3.16

Nevertheless, conscious of increasing public anxiety around these issues and concerned by the
intervention of the FSA, the CEA met officials there and subsequently provided members with best
practice guidance from within the industry on food labelling, including information about the calorific
value and ingredients of foodstuffs on sale.

Land agreements
3.17

During 2010, the Office of Fair Trading consulted on guidance around their decision to revoke
legislation governing so-called ‘land agreements’ – restrictions on the use of land or property which
form part of leases or tenancy agreements. Such agreements allow for example landlords of retail
developments to make a commitment to a tenant that no other similar tenant will trade in the same
commercial area.

3.18

Such agreements have proved useful in the past in reassuring cinemas that they will have sufficient
market to recoup the costs of investment in shopping centres and other retail developments.

3.19

In responding to the draft guidance, the Association recognised the need for competition but also
explained the need to address the significant risks that cinema operators make when investing in
such developments. The CEA is confident that the final guidance, due in early 2011, will strike the
appropriate balance between the two.

Alcohol licensing
3.20
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The new Government made an early priority of its commitment to ‘rebalance’ the current Licensing
Act such that the Police and others were better-placed to tackle issues of alcohol-related violence
and disorder. While an increasing number of cinema sites are now licensed for the sale of alcohol, they
do not in any sense constitute a problem in this regard. In recognition of this, the Association engaged
with Government officials successfully to ensure that any proposed changes were proportionate to
the risk of disorder constituted by different types of licensed premises.

4.
Public Advocacy
4.1

During the course of the year, the CEA took every opportunity to ensure that the views of UK cinema
exhibition on key issues were heard in the media. As well as those contributions detailed below,
articles and responses by the Association were published over 2010 in The London Evening Standard
and the Independent as well as in trade publications such as Screen International, Screen Trade and
Cue Entertainment, where the CEA gave its views on issues including the digital transition, digital 3D,
cinema food and film theft.

Digital cinema
4.2

The ongoing digitisation of the UK cinema sector – which accelerated significantly as 2010
progressed - attracted a good deal of media interest during the year. The CEA provided a range of
radio and broadsheet newspapers with an industry view of the opportunities and challenges
presented by the transition, in particular for those smaller independent cinemas eager to benefit from
the increased income potential of digital 3D cinema and alternative content.

3D cinema
4.3

The increasing slate of 3D films during the year elicited a great deal of media comment, with an
understandable interest in whether Avatar represented a high-point or watershed in the trajectory of
3D. Following the poor audience response to several high profile releases where 3D had been
introduced in post-production, the CEA gave a number of interviews (including to Radio 4’s You and
Yours programme) refuting the notion that - as had been the case with formats in the past – digital
3D was in any sense a gimmick whose time would soon pass.

Film theft
4.4

The first prison sentence handed down to a convicted film thief in September 2010 provided an
opportunity for the CEA to reinforce messages about the impact of film theft on the industry and the
increasing seriousness with which the criminal justice system viewed such issues. Amongst a range
of media activity, the Association appeared on a live phone-in discussion on Radio 5 Live, challenging
the small number of callers who saw film theft as a ‘victimless crime’ or excused those who
perpetrated it on the grounds of the cost of a visit to the cinema.
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5.
Promotion and Marketing
All Industry Marketing
5.1

All Industry Marketing (AIM) - funded on behalf of the CEA and the FDA by the Orange Wednesdays
promotion – continued to develop generic approaches to promoting cinema-going during 2010.
National Movie Awards (NMAs)
5.2
May 2010 saw the most successful edition yet of the National Movie
Awards, supported by AIM. After a year’s absence, the event came
back bigger and better, screened live on ITV1 and featuring a range of
stars including Gwyneth Paltrow, Kylie Minogue, Guy Ritchie and
Jonathan Ross. Highlights of the show included a special award to
the Harry Potter movies, the most successful franchise in film history,
received on the night by Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson and
Bonnie Wright and a ‘Screen Icon’ award presented to a clearly
delighted Tom Cruise.

Ian West/PA

5.3

The CEA and AIM see the NMAs as an extremely worthwhile initiative, promoting a strong pro-cinema
message into homes across the UK. The focus is already on how the 2011 show might be improved
even further.

‘Cinema On Demand’
5.4

Building on research into the cinema-going habits of the key 15-24 year old audience, during 2010
AIM developed proposals which it was hoped would address this group’s desire for a more tailored
leisure experience. Loosely defined as ‘cinema on demand’, the key element of this was to explore
how a bespoke smartphone ‘app’ and/or social networking might be used to incentivise groups of
young people to organise an evening out at the cinema.

5.5

As the year closed, consideration was being given to how best the various information ‘feeds’ from
cinemas on film times and booking might be made more widely available for this purpose.
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Orange Wednesdays
5.6

March 2010 saw the agreement of a new contract with Orange for the highly successful Orange
Wednesdays 2 for 1 ticket promotion. During the year, the promotion continued to experience strong
growth. By the end of the year UK cinema-goers had received around 7 million free admissions
through the promotion, as price-conscious customers continued to seek out value entertainment.

5.7

Going into 2011, all sides were engaged in constructive negotiations to extend this hugely valued and
valuable promotion beyond the end of the year.

National advertising spots
5.8

CEA members continued in 2010 to support the separate ‘gold spot’ deals, where key advertising
partners benefit from exposure in the advertising slot immediately before the start of the main feature.
The longstanding Orange promotion continued for ‘general audience’ films, with a new and refreshed
creative which was widely welcomed. For those films deemed to be particularly attractive to a family
audience, Sky continued to offer a range of engaging and creative advertisements.

Summer of Cinema/Autumn of Cinema trailers
5.9

CEA members were again pleased to exhibit the
successful film ‘season’ trailers, produced by the
Film Distributors’ Association and giving a taster
of the wide range of exciting films coming up
in subsequent months. Both the Summer of
Cinema trailer which was released in April and the
Autumn of Cinema trailer in September were
warmly-received by audiences. The CEA looks
forward to supporting this initiative again in 2011.
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6.
Operational Issues
3D cinema
6.1

With the success of Avatar at the end of 2009 and into 2010, interest in 3D cinema – and in particular
in digital 3D – reached a new peak. While the presentation of 3D films may appear the same to
audiences from site to site, in truth there are a number of different formats and technologies, each
with their own benefits and challenges.

6.2

In order to explain these, and to give operators an opportunity to talk to those with first-hand
experience of each, in February the CEA mounted a one-day event at the Apollo Piccadilly Circus for
all CEA members where they would be able to see demonstrations of the current digital 3D formats
on the market and hear for themselves the pros and cons of each from those charged with installing
such systems. They were also able to see new 35mm 3D formats, providing a potential added source
of income for those wanting 3D but not yet able to digitise.

6.3

A huge success, the event was sold-out, with a lengthy reserve list several weeks in advance.

Alternative content
6.4

As digitisation accelerated in 2010, so interest in alterative content – live theatre, opera, sports and
music events – also grew. While this is likely to remain a minority activity for the vast majority of
cinemas, the willingness of customers to pay premium prices for tickets, and the opportunities such
content provides for operators to reach out to a wider (and often older) audience means that it is
likely nevertheless to become an increasingly important additional revenue stream at many sites.

6.5

Mindful of this, and of the different operational and marketing approaches such screenings demand,
in September the CEA delivered a one-day seminar on alternative content for its members. Building
on learnings from the previous 3D event, the day proved a major success. Hosted by the
Apollo Altrincham, a packed audience heard from a range of industry professionals about the
technological and financial challenges of delivering high quality live or ‘as live’ content. They were
also allowed to see for themselves examples not just of sport, theatre and opera, but also of live
computer gaming activity.
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Energy efficiency and environmental management
6.6

Energy and utility costs remained a major concern for CEA members during 2010. The Association’s
Energy and Sustainability Working Group met four times during the year to drive forward the CEA
Energy Reduction Strategy and share best practice and information.

6.7

At the beginning of the year, the CEA document Energy Efficiency and Environmental Management
– Best Practice Guidelines for CEA members was circulated to all cinema managers across the UK.
This best practice document provided guidance to explain the best way to reduce energy use, with
reference to relevant legislation.

6.8

With matched funding from The Heart of London Carbon Alliance and Westminster City Council, the
CEA also commissioned Energise Consulting to undertake an audit of a selection of West End
cinemas in order to benchmark their energy and carbon use and advise those sites on energy
reduction measures. The data gathered by Energise through this work will help create a baseline of
energy use for cinemas across the rest of the country which will inform future energy reduction work
for the industry. The project identified significant energy savings across just those participating
cinemas amounting to over £100,000 per annum.

6.9

The Working Group also organised a discussion session for key members examining the impact and
implications of the Government’s Carbon Reduction Commitment. Those present were able to hear
first-hand upcoming legislative proposals and explore with a key Government official the likely
implications of their application.
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7.
Key Partnerships
International
7.1

Throughout 2010, the CEA continued to benefit from the support and experience of international
partners across a wide range of cinema territories.

7.2

Links with NATO, the counterpart organisation to the CEA in the US, remained particularly strong, with
contacts between the two associations covering a wide range of issues such as digital and 3D
cinema, film theft, disability and access, ‘green’ issues and film classification.

7.3

The CEA also enjoyed continuing support from European colleagues through its membership of the
Union Internationale des Cinémas (UNIC – International Union of Cinemas). At board meetings in
Cannes, Paris, Madrid and Luxembourg, the Association shared thoughts and information with
European colleagues on admissions, release windows, film theft, digital roll-out, music rights and
disability and access.

7.4

The CEA also played a key role in ongoing efforts to strengthen the role of UNIC. At a time when an
increasing amount of regulation and legislation is being introduced at the European level, and when
many of the challenges facing the industry cross national borders, the need for European exhibition
to have a coherent and persuasive voice has never been greater. As the year closed, UNIC took
the historic decision to relocate its headquarters to Brussels and significantly to strengthen its
executive team.

7.5

As part of this process of modernisation, the CEA also actively supported UNIC in establishing the
long-running Cinema Expo event in Amsterdam for the first time as its official convention. The event,
which saw a greater proportion of ‘European’ film content and discussion than previous editions,
was felt to be a considerable success and a solid platform for further development in 2011 under a
new brand of ‘Cine Europe’.

National
7.6

The CEA continued to work with a wide range of industry and other partner organisations throughout
the year. Many of these are mentioned elsewhere in this report, but also included the screen
advertising agencies Pearl and Dean and Digital Cinema Media (DCM), the Regional and National
Screen Agencies, the Independent Cinema Office and Association of Independent Film Exhibitors, the
British Federation of Film Societies, Screen Digest, Media Salles and the British Kinematograph
Sound and Television Society (BKSTS).

7.7

2010 saw unprecedented upheaval in the institutional landscape governing film, with the
announcement in July by the Government of plans to abolish the UK Film Council, and the
subsequent announcement of plans to transfer a number of its key activities to the British Film
Institute (BFI) and Film London.

7.8

While views on the decision to abolish the Film Council amongst exhibitors were mixed – as they
were in the wider film industry – the CEA welcomed the opportunity to work with Government
Ministers, officials and both the UK Film Council and BFI themselves in helping to manage the
transition and to plot out what a new landscape might look like at the national and regional level.
That work continued as the year ended.

7.9

The CEA is grateful to all those who supported its work during 2010.
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8.
CEA Finance
Excerpts from the Cinema Exhibitors’ Association Ltd Accounts 2010

Profit and loss account for the year ended 31 December 2010
2010

2009

£

£

Turnover

376,968

373,153

Administrative expenses

(414,394)

(400,158)

Operating profit/(loss)

(37,426)

(27,005)

933

4,181

(36,493)

(22,824)

-

-

(36,493)

(22,824)

Other interest receivable and similar income
Profit/(loss) on ordinary activities before taxation
Tax on profit/(loss) on ordinary activities
Retained profit/(loss) on year

Balance sheet as at 31 December 2010
2010
£

2009
£

£

3

Fixed assets
Tangible assets

1,838

2,756

Current assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

74,836

39,523

1,024,334

383,268

1,099,170

422,791

(804,010)

(92,056)

Creditors: amount falling due
within one year
Net current assets

295,160

330,735

Net assets

296,998

333,491

Reserves

333,491

356,315

Profit and loss account

(36,493)

(22,824)

Members funds

296,998

333,491
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Past Presidents
J W Davies, OBE

1953 – 1954

R Tennyson-Jupp, Dr

1913 – 1914

C H Whincup

1954 – 1955

W Fowler-Pettie

1914 – 1915

R H Godfrey, JP

1955 – 1956

A E Newbold, MP

1915 – 1920

B T Davis, FSAA

1956 – 1957

R R Goodwin, CBE, MCC

1920 – 1921

George Singleton, CBE

1957 – 1958

C G MacDonald, JP

1921 – 1922

E J Hinge, CBE

1958 – 1959

E Trouson, Ald, JP

1922 – 1923

J D Richards

1959 – 1960

A J Gale, Maj, OBE, MCC, JP

1923 – 1924

Alfred Davis

1960 – 1961

J H Dovener, Counc

1924 – 1925

S K Lewis

1961 – 1962

Thos Ormiston, CBE

1925 – 1926

Miles M Jervis

1962 – 1963

W N Blake

1926 – 1927

G L Barber, Ald, JP

1963 – 1964

E Hewitson, Counc

1927 – 1928

Peter King, MA

1964 – 1965

H Victor Davies

1928 – 1929

J F Wood

1965 – 1966

F H Cooper

1929 – 1930

Wyndham Lewis, OBE, JP

1966 – 1967

W Stephenson

1930 – 1931

H S Roelich

1967 – 1968

R V Crow

1931 – 1932

J K Stafford Poole

1968 – 1969

R E Richards, Ald

1932 – 1933

Wyndham Lewis, OBE, JP

1969 – 1970

J Welsh, Baillie

1933 – 1934

Kenneth Rive

1970 – 1972

J Pollard, Counc, JP

1934 – 1935

Victor Chapman

1972 – 1973

R Dooner

1935 – 1936

Miles P Jervis

1973 – 1974

T H Fligelstone, Col, MC

1936 – 1937

R J Dowdeswell

1974 – 1976

C P Metcalfe

1937 – 1938

C W A Painter

1976 – 1977

M A Nyman, BSc

1938 – 1939

S Shurman

1977 – 1979

E J Hinge, CBE

1939 – 1940

D M Cameron

1979 – 1980

H P E Mears, Ald, OBE, JP

1940 – 1941

R J Dowdeswell

1980 – 1982

S K Lewis

1941 – 1942

G W Rhodes

1982 – 1984

W J Speakman

1942 – 1943

D F Chamberlain

1984 – 1985

H Simpson, Counc

1943 – 1944

E J Lee, MBE

1985 – 1990

Sir W S Clift

1944 – 1945

M J Vickers

1990 – 1992

G H Scarborough

1945 – 1946

I N Riches

1992 – 1993

Fred A Prior, FSAA

1946 – 1947

R C Warbey

1993 – 1994

B T Davis, FSAA

1947 – 1948

S Fishman, CBE

1994 – 1999

Dennis C Walls

1948 – 1949

E M Barker

1912 – 1913

Sir Alexander B King,

CEA Executive Board Chairman

CBE, DL, LD, JP

1949 – 1950

A B Watts, FSAA

1950 – 1951

H P E Mears, Ald, OBE, JP

1951 – 1952

CEA Ltd Executive Board Chairman

W J Speakman

1952 – 1953

Barry Jenkins, OBE
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Barry Jenkins, OBE

1999 – 2005

2005 – 2005

Cinema Exhibitors’ Association Ltd Executive Board Members - April 2010
CHAIRMAN - Barry Jenkins OBE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE - Phil Clapp
HONORARY TREASURER - Mike Vickers
Larger Operator Board Members / Nominated Substitutes
Apollo Cinemas – Rob Arthur / Steve Plant
Cineworld Cinemas - Steve Wiener / Matt Eyre / Crispin Lilly
City Screen - Lyn Goleby
Empire Cinemas - Justin Ribbons / Derek Cownty
Natl Amusements (UK) - Duncan Short / Karen Fox / Richard Leonard
Odeon Cinemas - Roger Harris / Luke Vetere
Reel Cinemas - Klash C Suri
Vue Cinemas - Tim Richards / Steve Knibbs / Mark de Quervain
Smaller Operator Board Members / Nominated Substitutes
David Morris - New Picture House St Andrews / Mike Cameron - Granada Cinemas Edinburgh
Gerald Parkes - Parkway Entertainment / James Collington – Savoy Cinemas
Brian Bull - Circle Cinemas / John Merryweather - Regal Melton Mowbray
Mike Vickers / Stuart Hall
Mark Williams - WTW Cinemas / Peter Hoare - Scott Cinemas South West
CEA Head Office
Phil Clapp
Dee Davison
Annette Bradford
22 Golden Square, London W1F 9JW
T: 020 7734 9551 F: 020 7734 6147
E: info@cinemauk.org.uk W: www.cinemauk.org.uk

